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Abstract

Nonlocal elastic constitutive laws are introduced for crystals containing de-

fects such as dislocations and disclinations. In addition to pointwise elastic

moduli tensors adequately reflecting the elastic response of defect-free re-

gions by relating stresses to strains and couple-stresses to curvatures, elas-

tic cross-moduli tensors relating strains to couple-stresses and curvatures to

stresses within convolution integrals are derived from a nonlocal analysis of

strains and curvatures in the defects cores. Sufficient conditions are derived

for positive-definiteness of the resulting free energy, and stability of elastic

solutions is ensured. The elastic stress/couple stress fields associated with

prescribed dislocation/disclination density distributions and solving the mo-

mentum and moment of momentum balance equations in periodic media are
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determined by using a Fast Fourier Transform spectral method. The con-

voluted cross-moduli bring the following results: (i) Nonlocal stresses and

couple stresses oppose their local counterparts in the defects core regions,

playing the role of restoring forces and possibly ensuring spatio-temporal

stability of the simulated defects, (ii) The couple stress fields are strongly

affected by nonlocality. Such effects favor the stability of the simulated grain

boundaries and allow investigating their elastic interactions with extrinsic

defects, (iii) Driving forces inducing grain growth or refinement derive from

the self-stress and couple stress fields of grain boundaries in nanocrystalline

configurations.

1. Introduction

In conventional macroscopic modeling of crystalline materials, the elastic

constitutive laws relate the elastic strains to their work conjugates, i.e. the

stresses. Most of these relationships are local, meaning that they relate

the stresses at a given material point of the body to strains at the same

point. In such formulations, each individual sub-body is therefore assumed

to have its own elastic behavior, independent of the behavior of the neigh-

boring sub-bodies. Local constitutive relationships are valid when the res-

olution length scale, i.e. the characteristic size of the smallest envisionned

elementary sub-body, is sufficiently large to ensure that the latter contains a

large number of atoms, and possibly of crystal defects. Thus, the constitu-

tive laws characterize the average behavior of some crystalline neighborhood.
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Local elasticity laws may become inappropriate when the resolution length

scale is reduced down to or below lattice spacing, particularly if the envi-

sionned sub-bodies involve crystal defects such as dislocations and disclina-

tions. Indeed, due to atomic interactions, the mechanical behavior of a par-

ticular atom depends on the relative motion of its neighbors, the latter being

strongly disturbed in the presence of crystal defects. Among others, A.C.

Eringen and co-workers have devoted substantial work to showing that local

constitutive laws cannot render properly the elastic behavior at this scale

[Eringen,1966, Eringen,1972, Eringen,1977a, Eringen,1977b, Eringen,2002].

Perhaps even more deeply, defining the stress tensor in a pointwise manner at

the scale of a lattice spacing may prove to be an impossible task due to spatial

heterogeneity, as implied by the work of [Hardy,1982, Irvin-Kirkwood,1950,

Murdoch-Bedeaux,1994, Noll,1955, Tsai,1979] and [Murdoch,2007]. In Erin-

gen’s work, nonlocal elastic laws use convolution integrals, where the stresses

at a given material point depend on the elastic strains at neighboring points,

and where the range of the interactions is controlled by a nonlocal kernel

[Eringen,2002]. Such formulations have found several domains of application

[Di Paola,2013]. At inter-atomic scale, they allowed retrieving phonon disper-

sion relations in agreement with lattice dynamics, while the range of nonlo-

cal elasticity was found to be of the order of lattice spacings [Eringen,1977a].

They also allowed regularizing the elastic fields of discrete dislocations, cracks

and disclinations [Eringen,1977b, Lazar,2011, Eringen,2002]. The latter re-

sult has also been obtained by using couple stresses to describe mechani-
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cal loading, and therefore introducing higher-order constitutive relationships

[Lazar,2003, Po,2014, Seif,2014, Lazar,2015]. Since accounting for couple

stresses at some material point reflects mechanical forces applied at distant

points in the body, such approaches amount to introducing internal length

scales in the constitutive formulation, just like convolution integrals.

In this paper, we intend to show that both convolution integrals and higher-

order elasticity functionals can be further used to derive nonlocal elastic

constitutive laws that achieve full significance in the defected parts of the

crystals, where dislocations and disclinations are present. Such effort is

made within the context of a recent continuum mechanical framework of

crystal defects [Fressengeas,2011], where the discontinuities of the elastic

displacement and rotation vector fields induced by the presence of dislo-

cations and disclinations are rendered continuously by the dislocation and

disclination density tensor fields [Nye,1953, deWit,1970]. Such a frame-

work is capable of predicting in a fully continuous manner both the core

structure and the elastic fields of the defects, in particular those of grain

boundaries [Fressengeas,2014, Cordier,2014, Sun,2016]. As a consequence,

both the strain and curvature tensors are involved in the constitutive re-

lationships, together with their work conjugates, i.e. the stress and cou-

ple stress tensors respectively [Upadhyay,2013]. In the latter reference, it

was shown in particular, using linear isotropic elasticity that, in addition

to the elastic moduli tensors relating stresses to strains and couple stresses
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to curvatures, the elastic cross-moduli relating stresses to curvatures and

couple stresses to strains vanish in the perfectly ordered parts of the crys-

tal because centro-symmetry holds, but become non-zero in the defected

parts where centro-symmetry is broken. If only for dimensionality rea-

sons, these cross-moduli are nonlocal in nature, and they reflect elastic be-

havior that is specific to the defected areas. That the elastic response is

different in ordered and disordered regions of the crystals was indeed re-

cently emphasized by analyses of grain boundaries and hetero-phase bound-

aries [Spearot,2007, Spearot,2008, Tschopp,2008, Dingreville,2014]. Follow-

ing [Upadhyay,2013] and building on Eringen-type nonlocal elastic energy

density functionals for strains and curvatures, we shall derive nonlocal elas-

ticity tensors that exist in defected areas, but vanish in the perfectly ordered

regions of the crystals even in anisotropic elasticity. Nonlocality will be shown

to derive naturally from kinematic relations existing between the (strongly

heterogeneous) strain and curvature fields in the defected areas. A general

formulation for these elastic cross-moduli tensors will be proposed, and sim-

plified expressions will be derived to analyze their elasto-static effects on

several dislocation and disclination configurations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, useful no-

tations are settled. For completeness, the dislocation and disclination field

approach of incompatibility is briefly recalled in Section 3. In Section 4, we

develop Eringen-type nonlocal elastic constitutive laws and present a general
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formulation for the cross-moduli relating curvatures to stresses and strains

to couple stresses. An admissible simplified formulation of the cross-moduli

is proposed in Section 5. Sufficient conditions for positiveness of the free en-

ergy density are discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, we present a numerical

spectral method using Fast Fourier Transforms to efficiently solve the field

equations of the resulting elasto-static boundary value problem in periodic

media. Results are presented in Section 8 for several configurations of sin-

gle dislocations, disclinations and grain boundaries built from disclination

dipoles. Conclusions follow.

2. Notations

A bold symbol denotes a tensor. When there may be ambiguity, an arrow

is superposed to represent a vector: ~V. The symmetric part of tensor A

is denoted Asym. Its skew-symmetric and deviatoric parts are Askew and

Adev respectively. The tensor A ·B, with rectangular Cartesian components

AikBkj, results from the dot product of tensors A and B, and A ⊗ B is

their tensorial product, with components AijBkl. The vector A · V, with

rectangular Cartesian components AijVj, results from the dot product of

tensor A and vector V. A : represents the trace inner product of the two

second order tensors A : B = AijBij, in rectangular Cartesian components,

or the product of a higher order tensor with a second order tensor, e.g.,

A : B = AijklBkl. The cross product of a second-order tensor A and a

vector V, the div and curl operations for second-order tensors are defined
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row by row, in analogy with the vectorial case. For any base vector ei of the

reference frame:

(A×V)t · ei = (At · ei)×V (1)

(div A)t · ei = div(At · ei) (2)

(curl A)t · ei = curl(At · ei). (3)

In rectangular Cartesian components:

(A×V)ij = ejklAikVl (4)

(divA)i = Aij,j (5)

(curlA)ij = ejklAil,k. (6)

where ejkl is a component of the third-order alternating Levi-Civita tensor

X. A vector ~A is associated with tensor A by using its trace inner product

with tensor X:

(~A)k = −1

2
(A : X)k = −1

2
eijkAij. (7)

In the component representation, the spatial derivative with respect to a

Cartesian coordinate is indicated by a comma followed by the component

index. A superposed dot represents a material time derivative.
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3. Dislocation and disclination fields, lattice incompatibility

A small strain setting is assumed. The material displacement field vector u

is single-valued at any point of the crystal and defined continuously. The

distortion tensor, defined as the gradient of the displacement U = grad u,

is curl-free:

curl U = 0. (8)

The strain tensor ε is the symmetric part of U, the rotation tensor ω its

skew-symmetric part and the associated rotation vector ~ω is:

~ω = −1

2
ω : X =

1

2
curl u. (9)

Assuming that the displacement vector field and, consequently, the rota-

tion vector field are defined continuously and uniquely at any point of the

crystal, including between atoms, amounts to assuming in a dual way that

matter is able to transmit stresses and couple stresses at this scale, i.e. below

inter-atomic length scale. Such continuity assumptions were made as early

as [Schrödinger,1927, Feynman,1939] and [Pauli,1951] in defining pressure

and stresses in quantum systems, and later on discussed more extensively by

[Nielsen-Martin,1985] in defining the stress tensor in a quantum-mechanical

theory of stresses. As already noticed, accounting for couple stresses at some

point reflects mechanical forces applied at distant points in the body, and

amounts to introducing nonlocality in the description of the mechanical state
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of the body.

Dislocations are introduced by using the dislocation density second order

tensor α, partially introduced by [Nye,1953]. This areal density tensor has

components αij = Bitj in the reference cartesian frame (e1, e2, e3). The

surface dislocation density is Bi = nb/∆Sei, where n is the amount of dislo-

cations (not necessarily an integer) of Burgers vector b along direction ei and

of magnitude b. ∆S denotes the resolution surface. The components of the

Nye tensor are thus bearing a Burgers vector length along direction ei per

unit resolution surface ∆S, Bi, for a dislocation line vector component along

direction ej, tj. In this work, the resolution length scale will very small, i.e.,

below the Burgers vector magnitude. Hence, a single given dislocation will

be described by an appropriate spatial distribution of the dislocation den-

sity over the dislocation core area, each local value involving an elementary

differential part of the total Burgers vector of the dislocation. In contrast,

if the resolution length scale is mesoscopic, the local value of the dislocation

density rather reflects the net Burgers vector of a polarized ensemble of dislo-

cation lines. Due to the elastic/plastic displacement discontinuity associated

with a polar dislocation density, the plastic Up and elastic Ue components

of the total distortion contain incompatible parts U⊥p and U⊥e , which are not

curl-free, in addition to the usual curl-free compatible parts, U
‖
e and U

‖
p.
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The following relations then hold [Acharya,2001]:

U = Ue + Up (10)

Ue = U⊥e + U‖e (11)

Up = U⊥p + U‖p (12)

0 = U⊥e + U⊥p (13)

curl U⊥e = −curl U⊥p = α 6= 0. (14)

The incompatibility equations (13,14) define the incompatible plastic distor-

tion U⊥p associated with the presence of the Nye’s dislocation density tensor

as well as the incompatible elastic distortion U⊥e offsetting the latter and

ensuring the continuity of the total displacement implied by Eq.(8). Since

U
‖
e and U

‖
p are curl-free, Eq.(14) can also be written as [Kröner,1980]:

curl Ue = −curl Up = α. (15)

As indicated above, the rotation vector field ~ω is continuous and single-valued

in the body. The gradient of the rotation vector is the second order curvature

tensor κ:

κ = grad~ω. (16)

The total curvature tensor is thus a compatible curl-free tensor. To introduce

disclinations, we use the deWit’s disclination density second order tensor θ
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[deWit,1970]. It is an areal density tensor, just like the dislocation den-

sity tensor. It has components θij = Ωitj in the reference cartesian frame

(e1, e2, e3). The surface disclination density is Ωi = nΩ/∆Sei, where n is

the amount of disclinations (not necessarily an integer) of Frank vector Ω

around ei and of magnitude Ω. The components of the deWit’s tensor are

thus bearing a Frank vector angle around direction ei per unit resolution

surface ∆S, Ωi, for a disclination line vector component along direction ej,

tj. Again, if the resolution length scale is very small, a single disclination is

described by a spatial distribution of the disclination density over the discli-

nation core region, each local value bearing an elementary Frank vector of

the total disclination. However, for a mesoscopic resolution length scale, the

local value of the disclination density rather reflects the net Frank vector of

a polarized ensemble of disclination lines. Due to the elastic/plastic rotation

discontinuity associated with a polar disclination density, the plastic κp and

elastic κe components of the total curvature contain incompatible parts κ⊥p

and κ⊥e , which are not curl-free, in addition to compatible components, κ
‖
e

and κ
‖
p. This leads to the following equations:

κ = κe + κp (17)

κe = κ⊥e + κ‖e (18)

κp = κ⊥p + κ‖p (19)

0 = κ⊥e + κ⊥p (20)

curl κ⊥e = −curl κ⊥p = θ 6= 0. (21)
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The incompatibility equations (20,21) define the incompatible plastic cur-

vature κ⊥p associated with the presence of a disclination density tensor and

the incompatible elastic curvature κ⊥e offsetting the latter and ensuring the

continuity of the total rotation. Because κ
‖
e and κ

‖
p are curl-free, Eq.(21) can

also be written as:

curl κe = −curl κp = θ. (22)

Another consequence arising from the discontinuity of the elastic/plastic ro-

tation is that the elastic/plastic distortion tensors cannot be defined any-

more. Only the elastic/plastic strain tensors remain single-valued and can

be defined. Hence, the incompatibility equation (15) has now to be written

as [deWit,1970]:

curl εe = +α+ κte − tr(κe)I (23)

curl εp = −α+ κtp − tr(κp)I. (24)

The discontinuity of the elastic rotation due to the presence of disclinations

is the Frank vector and reads:

Ω =

∫
C

κe · dr. (25)

The discontinuity of the elastic displacement due to dislocations is the Burg-

ers vector b:
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b =

∫
C

(εe − (κte × r)t) · dr, (26)

where r is a position vector. Note that b contains a nonlocal strain contri-

bution stemming from the non-uniformity of elastic curvatures in the defects

core [deWit,1970]. Nevertheless, like the Frank vector Ω, b is a point-wise

measure of lattice incompatibility. If S is the surface of unit normal n de-

limited by the circuit C, using Stokes’ theorem allows rewriting Eqs.(25,26)

as:

Ω =

∫
S

θ · ndS , (27)

b =

∫
S

(α− (θt × r)t) · ndS . (28)

In contrast with the Burgers and Frank vectors, the disclination and disloca-

tion densities θ and α are continuous tensorial renditions of incompatibility.

They provide a natural regularization of the singular and discontinuous na-

ture of the Frank/Burgers vectors. The incompatibility tensor η defined as

η = curl curltεe − curlκe (29)

is a combined measure of the incompatibility arising from both dislocations

and disclinations. Using Eqs.(22,23), it can be rewritten as
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η = curl(
1

2
tr(α)I−αt)− θ (30)

in terms of the dislocation and disclination density tensors.

4. Nonlocal elastic laws

We assume a scalar-valued free energy density functional at any material

point r in the body V in the following integral form :

ψ(r) =
1

2
Cijkl(r)εeij(r)εekl(r) +

1

2
Aijkl(r)κeij(r)κekl(r) + ... (31)

... +
1

2
εeij(r)

∫
V

Dijkl(r− r′)εekl(r
′)dV ′ + ...

... +
1

2
κeij(r)

∫
V

Bijkl(r− r′)κekl(r
′)dV ′.

The first two pointwise terms on the r.h.s. involve the symmetric positive-

definite quadratic forms A and C given at location r. They lead to the linear

elastic constitutive laws used and discussed in [deWit,1970, Fressengeas,2011,

Upadhyay,2013] in the framework of field models for dislocation and disclina-

tion fields. Nonlinearity of elasticity may well play a role in the core regions

of the defects, but it will not be considered here. The novelty in this work

is the introduction of nonlocal contributions to the constitutive equations,

in the form of the Eringen-type nonlocal convolution integrals appearing in

the last two terms of the r.h.s. These terms systematize earlier attempts at

describing the elastic response of defects cores [Taupin,2014]. They contain
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convolution products between the fourth-order elasticity tensors B and D,

and the elastic curvature and strain tensors respectively. In these convolution

integrals, r′ denotes any material point distant from point r. We also define

the vector R′ = (r′−r) with R′.R′ = R′2. The norms of B and D must decay

rapidly to zero with increasing relative distance R′ [Eringen,2002]. The elas-

tic moduli tensors (C,D) are in units of MPa, while (A,B) have dimension

MPa.m2. As such, (A,B) involve an internal length scale and possess non-

local character. Due to the symmetry of εe and to their quadratic character,

A and C have the symmetries:

Aijkl = Aklij (32)

Cijkl = Cjikl = Cijlk = Cklij (33)

However, B and D do not need to present the same symmetries as A and

C respectively, as shall be discussed below. We may write ψ in a more

convenient form as follows:

ψ(r) =
1

2
Cijkl(r)εeij(r)εekl(r) +

1

2
Aijkl(r)κeij(r)κekl(r) + ... (34)

... +
1

2
εeij(r)

∫
V

Kα(R′)Dijkl(r, r
′)εekl(r

′)dV ′ + ...

... +
1

2
κeij(r)

∫
V

Kθ(R′)Bijkl(r, r
′)κekl(r

′)dV ′.

In this relation, Kα(R′) and Kθ(R′) denote nonlocal kernels, while the elastic
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tensors B and D are now defined at locations r′. The superscript α (resp. θ)

is used to suggest that the range of the associated nonlocal kernel corresponds

to the spatial extent of the dislocation (resp. disclination) core. However,

we will further assume for the sake of simplicity that Kα(R′) = Kθ(R′) =

K(R′) in the following. We have in mind that the convolution integrals are

associated with a defected region of the crystal containing dislocations and/or

disclinations, and that the kernel range should therefore be the order of the

characteristic length of this area. As already suggested, we also expect that

nonlocal elasticity ceases to be significant in the perfectly ordered regions of

the crystal, where only conventional elasticity laws should apply. Nonlocality

arises from the coupling between the strongly varying strain and curvature

fields at locations r and r′ in crystal defect cores. Indeed, the nonlocal

displacement du and strain εe at location r′ deriving from the rotation dωe

generated by the curvature κe at location r are (see illustration in Fig.1.A):

du = dωe ×R′ = κe(r).dr×R′ = εe(r
′).dr′ = εe(r

′).(−dr), (35)

or in component form:

duk = ekmndω
e
mR

′
n = ekmnκ

e
ml(r)dxlR

′
n = −εekl(r′)dxl, (36)

a relation from which we extract the strain tensor induced at location r′ by
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Figure 1: Nonlocal strains and curvatures. A) Nonlocal shear strain at location r′ induced
by the rotation dθ arising from a curvature tensor at location r; B) Nonlocal rotation
and curvature at location r′ from the displacement du induced by a shear strain tensor at
location r.

the curvature tensor at location r:

εekl(r
′) = −ekmnκeml(r)R′n, εe(r

′) = −(κte(r)×R′)t. (37)

Note the presence of this curvature-induced strain tensor in the definition of

the Burgers vector in Eq.(26) above.

Similarly, the rotation dωe and curvature κe at location r′ stemming from

the displacement du induced by the strain εe at location r (see Fig.1.B) are:

dωe =
−R′

R′2
× du =

−R′

R2
× εe(r).dr = κe(r

′).dr′ = −κe(r′).dr. (38)
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In component form, we obtain:

dωek = ekmndum
R′n
R′2

= ekmnε
e
ml(r)

R′n
R′2

dxl = −κekl(r′)dxl, (39)

from which we find the curvature tensor at location r′ stemming from the

strain tensor at location r:

κekl(r
′) = −ekmnεeml(r)

R′n
R′2

, κe(r
′) = − 1

R′2
(εe(r)×R′)t. (40)

Now, consider the third term ψ3 in Eq.34. Using Eq.37, it reads

ψ3(r) = −1

2
εeij(r)

∫
V

K(R′)Dijkl(r, r
′)ekmnκ

e
ml(r)R′ndV

′. (41)

The curvature tensor at location r can be extracted from the integral:

ψ3(r) = −1

2
εeij(r)(

∫
V

K(R′)ekmnDijkl(r, r
′)R′ndV

′)κeml(r), (42)

and a coupling tensor Dijml(r) can be defined at location r:

Dijml(r) = −
∫
V

K(R′)ekmnDijkl(r
′)R′ndV

′ (43)

such that:

ψ3(r) =
1

2
εeij(r)Dijml(r)κeml(r). (44)
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Changing the subscript labels, we obtain:

Dijkl(r) =

∫
V

K(R′)ekmnDijml(r, r
′)R′ndV

′ (45)

ψ3(r) =
1

2
εeij(r)Dijkl(r)κekl(r), (46)

and we note that D(r) can be written as

D(r) =

∫
V

K(R′)(Dt ×R′)tdV ′, (47)

where it is understood that transposing affects the last two subscripts of a

fourth order tensor. Similarly, consider the fourth term ψ4 in Eq.34. Using

Eq.40, it reads

ψ4(r) = −1

2
κeij(r)

∫
V

K(R′)Bijkl(r, r
′)ekmnε

e
ml(r)

R′n
R′2

dV ′ (48)

ψ4(r) = −1

2
κeij(r)(

∫
V

K(R′)ekmnBijkl(r, r
′)
R′n
R′2

dV ′)εeml(r) (49)

Define Bijml(r)

Bijml(r) = −
∫
V

K(R′)ekmnBijkl(r, r
′)
R′n
R′2

dV ′ (50)

such that

ψ4(r) =
1

2
κeij(r)Bijml(r)εeml(r), (51)
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and change the subscript labels to obtain:

Bijkl(r) =

∫
V

K(R′)ekmnBijml(r, r
′)
R′n
R′2

dV ′ (52)

ψ4(r) =
1

2
κeij(r)Bijkl(r)εekl(r). (53)

Note that B(r) can be written as

B(r) =

∫
V

K(R′)(B× R′

R′2
)tdV ′. (54)

As a consequence of Eqs.(34,46,53), all tensors (A,C, B̄, D̄) in the free energy

density functional are now evaluated at location r:

ψ =
1

2
Cijklε

e
ijε

e
kl +

1

2
Aijklκ

e
ijκ

e
kl +

1

2
Dijklε

e
ijκ

e
kl +

1

2
Bijklκ

e
ijε

e
kl. (55)

Hence, the energy functional is now defined pointwise but it contains elastic

cross-moduli tensors B(r) and D(r) that are nonlocal in nature. Note that,

unlike the B and D pointwise cross-moduli, the convoluted cross-moduli

(B,D) have same dimension and are in units of MPa.m. Through deriva-

tions with respect to the elastic strains and curvatures, the work conjugates

are obtained as:

T symij =
∂ψ

∂εeij
= Cijklε

e
kl +

1

2
(Dijkl +Bklij)κ

e
kl (56)

Mdev
ij =

∂ψ

∂κeij
= Aijklκ

e
kl +

1

2
(Bijkl +Dklij)ε

e
kl. (57)
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By defining the tensor Eijkl = 1
2
(Dijkl + Bklij), the elastic constitutive laws

read finally:

T symij =
∂ψ

∂εeij
= Cijklε

e
kl + Eijklκ

e
kl (58)

Mdev
ij =

∂ψ

∂κeij
= Aijklκ

e
kl + Eklijε

e
kl. (59)

We thus retrieve relationships formally similar to those proposed in previous

work [Upadhyay,2013], except that the elastic cross-moduli tensors (B̄, D̄, Ē)

now have integral form. Note that, due to the symmetry of εe, (B̄, D̄, Ē)

have the following symmetries:

Bijkl = Bijlk (60)

Dijkl = Djikl (61)

Eijkl = Ejikl (62)

The next section now aims at proposing admissible forms and expressions for

the tensors (B̄, D̄) defined in Eqs.(47,54).

5. Admissible forms of nonlocal elasticity tensors

As already mentioned, it is desired that the convoluted cross-moduli tensors

(B̄, D̄) be non-zero in the defected areas and vanish in the perfect crystal, and

that the range of nonlocality be on the order of the characteristic length of the

defect core. Further, (B̄, D̄) must satisfy the symmetry conditions (60,61),
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and definite-positiveness of the elastic energy density functional should be

ensured for some kernel and some convolution domain. Let us first consider

tensor D. As aforementioned, the cross-moduli tensor D does not need to

have the same form and symmetries as C. However, as proposed earlier by

Eringen [Eringen,1977a, Eringen,1977b], we shall assume D(r′) in the form

D(r′) = φ(r′) C (63)

where φ(r′) is a scalar function to be determined in the following and the

elastic moduli tensor C is constant. It can easily be checked that D(r) then

satisfies the symmetry conditions (61). Choosing similarly the tensor B(r′)

in the form of A(r′) and using the isotropic expression of tensor A proposed

in [Upadhyay,2013] yields a convoluted tensor B that violates the symmetry

condition (60). Thus, assuming that D is known from the above, we choose

instead to determine B by imposing the symmetry relations

Bijkl = Dklij, (64)

which allows to satisfy the symmetry conditions (60). Using this assumption,

the last two terms of the free energy density ψ in Eq.55 are now formally
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identical, and the constitutive equations read:

T symij =
∂ψ

∂εeij
= Cijklε

e
kl +Dijklκ

e
kl (65)

Mdev
ij =

∂ψ

∂κeij
= Aijklκ

e
kl +Dklijε

e
kl. (66)

From Eqs.(45,52,64), the symmetry conditions (64) are effective when

∫
V

K(R′)ekmnBijml(r
′)
R′n
R′2

dV ′ =

∫
V

K(R′)eimnDklmj(r
′)R′ndV

′ (67)

or equivalently

∫
V

K(R′)(ekmn
Bijml(r

′)

R′2
− eimnDklmj(r

′))R′ndV
′ = 0. (68)

Because ekmneimn = δik, a sufficient condition for Eq.68 to hold is:

∀r′, Bkjml(r
′)

R′2
−Dklmj(r

′) = 0 (69)

or, changing the subscripts:

∀r′, Bijkl(r
′) = R′2Dilkj(r

′). (70)

Eq.70 appropriately removes the 1/R′2 singularity in the definition (54) of

tensor B, and shows clearly that the symmetry (64) postulated at integral

level does not apply locally at points r′. We note however that Eq.70 cannot
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be used to constrain non-vanishing cross-moduli Bijkl(r
′) if the integration

domain V is shrinked down to the point-wise limit by making R′ → 0. In this

case, the singularity derails the attempt at satisfying the symmetry relations

(64) at convoluted level. Consequences on the stability of balanced elastic

fields will be examined in the next Section. We now focus on proposing an

admissible form of tensor D(r′) in the regular situation where the integration

domain is kept finite. The definition of the convoluted tensor D in Eq.(47)

involves a cross product D ×R′. Hence, if φ(r′) is taken as a spatially ho-

mogeneous function and if the integration volume V is centrosymmetric, a

condition that we can arbitrarily fulfill, then relation (47) is also centrosym-

metric and D vanishes. As already discussed, this is consistent with the work

of [Upadhyay,2013] showing that the elastic cross-moduli tensors are null in

centrosymmetric conditions and isotropic elasticity. In the presence of dislo-

cations and disclinations however, centrosymmetry is broken in the defects

core, and D becomes non-zero. To ensure that such behavior is limited to

the core area, we chose φ(r′) so as to reflect the defect densities at point r′.

We take it to be non-zero in the presence of defects and zero in their absence

by simply using the following form:

φ(r′) =
||η(r′)||
η0

, (71)

where ||η|| is the norm of the incompatibility tensor introduced in Eqs.(29,30),

and η0 a reference incompatibility value.
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6. Positive-definiteness of the free energy density

To ensure stability of the the elastic strain and curvature fields, we now look

for sufficient conditions ensuring that the functional ψ be positive-definite

at any point, for any strain and curvature field, appropriate kernel functions

and finite integration domains V . Let us define for convenience the state

vector X containing the six independent elastic strain components and the

nine deviatoric elastic curvature components in the following order:

Xt = (εe11 ε
e
22 ε

e
33 2εe32 2εe31 2εe12κ

e
11κ

e
12κ

e
13κ

e
21κ

e
22κ

e
23κ

e
31κ

e
32κ

e
33) . (72)

Let also Q be the 15 × 15 matrix containing all elastic moduli in the block

form:

Q =




C1111 · · · C1112

...
. . .

...

C1211 · · · C1212



D1111 · · · D1133

...
. . .

...

D1211 · · · D1233


B1111 · · · B1211

...
. . .

...

B1133 · · · B1233



A1111 · · · A1133

...
. . .

...

A3311 · · · A3333




, (73)

such that the free energy density at a point r in the body reads in the

synthetic form

ψ(r) =
1

2
X(r)t.Q(r).X(r). (74)
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As a consequence of Sylvester’s theorem, the functional ψ is symmetric

positive-definite if all principal minors of matrix Q are positive [Born,1954].

Hence, we now look for conditions between the elastic moduli deriving from

this requirement, at any point r in the material, for any non-zero elastic

strain and curvature field. For the sake of simplicity, we assume isotropic

elastic moduli Cijkl:

Cijkl = λδijδkl + µ(δikδjl + δilδjk). (75)

The Aijkl moduli are taken in the simple following form [Upadhyay,2013]:

Aijkl = µl2κδikδjl, (76)

where lκ is a characteristic arm’s-length, usually taken as a fraction of the

Burgers vector length [Fressengeas,2014, Seif,2014]. The tensor D is defined

by Eqs.(47,63,71). It can be rewritten in the form:

Dijml(r) = −ekmn
∫
V

K(R′)
||η(r′)||
η0

R′ndV
′ Cijkl = −ekmn ln(r)Cijkl. (77)

In the above, ln(r) =
∫
V
K(R′) ||η(r

′)||
η0

R′ndV
′ is a length defining the range

of nonlocality of the convoluted cross-moduli in direction en. ln(r) does not

define a spatially homogenous field, as its local (signed) value depends on the

defect density fields and on the nonlocal kernel. As aforementioned, ln(r) and
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the convoluted tensors B and D vanish in the absence of defects. Let us define

the characteristic nonlocal length lNL as lNL =
√
lnln. Simple closed-form

expressions of the principal minors of the matrix Q can be obtained if all

non zero coefficients Dijkl are taken to be equal to µ. In this case, positive-

definiteness of the free energy density functional at point r is ensured if the

following conditions are satisfied:

l2κ > 0 (78)

l2κ > 4l2NL (79)

l2κ > 3l2NL (80)

l2κ > 5l2NL (81)

l2κ > 2l2NL (82)

l2κ >
2λ+ 10µ

λ+ 2µ
l2NL (83)

l2κ >
2λ+ 8µ

λ+ µ
l2NL (84)

l2κ >
6λ+ 22µ

3λ+ 2µ
l2NL. (85)

With the elastic moduli (λ, µ) of copper used in the forthcoming simulations

and listed in Table 1, the most constraining of the above inequalities is Eq.81.

By defining the ratio rNL = lNL/lκ, Eq.81 implies rNL < 1/
√

5 (≈ 0.45).

Hence, the nonlocal arm’s-length lκ of tensor A being a fraction of the Burg-

ers vector magnitude, the nonlocality range lNL of the cross-moduli tensors
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(B,D) should be limited to the core region of defects, consistent with our

prescriptions. In all forthcoming simulations, the components Dijkl are ac-

tually taken according to Eq.63, not all equal to µ as in the above simplified

derivation. In that case, such a derivation becomes extremely intricate, but

it can be found numerically that the energy density functional is positive

everywhere if rNL < 0.22, which also implies that the range of nonlocal-

ity is strictly limited to the core of the defects. Positive-definiteness of the

free energy functional cannot be guaranteed if the integration domain V is

driven down to the point-wise limit, because the symmetry (64) of the cross-

moduli at convoluted level does not hold anymore, as shown above. As a

consequence, instability of the elastic strain and curvature fields should be

expected. Similar conclusions were recently reached in the development of

point-wise first order strain gradient elastic constitutive models for disloca-

tion cores [Admal,2016]. In this work, several point-wise free energy density

functionals were built, but most of them were indefinite, implying instability

of the elastic fields. Atomistic calculations then suggested that an integral

positive-definiteness criterion would warrant stability of these fields. In the

present paper, this result is reached within the continuum model, thanks to

the introduction of nonlocal convolution terms in the constitutive formula-

tions.
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7. FFT spectral approximation of higher order balance equations

Owing to the complexity of the elasto-static equations of field dislocation

and disclination mechanics involving convolution integrals in their constitu-

tive relationships, solutions of boundary value problems are now looked for

in periodic media using a spectral method with a Fast Fourier Transform

algorithm, due to numerical efficiency of the latter. Note however, that they

could also have been found by using variational formulations and extended

finite element techniques [Polizzotto,2001]. Here, a recently developed it-

erative fixed-point algorithm generalizing earlier work by [Moulinec,1998]

to dislocation and generalized disclination fields in elastically heterogeneous

materials [Berbenni,2014] will be extended, in particular to deal with convo-

lution integrals. Although the elastic convoluted cross-moduli tensors B(r)

and D(r) are nonlocal, the elastic laws (56,57) are formulated point-wise.

Thus, they formally appear as a local elastic framework with heterogeneous

moduli tensors. Of course, although such will not be the case in this work,

the tensors A and C could be heterogeneous as well. Hence, the moduli

tensors can be written in the form

C(r) = C0 + δC(r), (86)

A(r) = A0 + δA(r), (87)

E(r) = E
0

+ δE(r), (88)
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where the homogeneous tensors C0, A0 and E
0

involve moduli for a reference

medium, and (δC(r), δC(r), δE(r)) denote heterogeneous fluctuations. In

the numerical scheme to be presented below, C0, A0 and E
0

will be taken as

the volume average of the corresponding tensors. As will be evidenced in the

simulation results, the volume average of the nonlocal cross-moduli is zero,

and we thus skip E
0

in the following. Consequently, we now reformulate the

stress and couple stress tensors defined in Eqs.(56,57) as

T symij = C0
ijklε

e‖
kl + Cijklε

e⊥
kl + δCijklε

e‖
kl + δEijkl(κ

e⊥
kl + κ

e‖
kl ) (89)

Mdev
ij = A0

ijklκ
e‖
kl + Aijklκ

e⊥
kl + δAijklκ

e‖
kl + δEklij(ε

e⊥
kl + ε

e‖
kl ), (90)

and we define the polarization tensors

τ
‖
ij = δCijklε

e‖
kl + δEijklκ

e‖
kl (91)

τ⊥ij = Cijklε
e⊥
kl + δEijklκ

e⊥
kl (92)

φ
‖
ij = δAijklκ

e‖
kl + δEklijε

e‖
kl (93)

φ⊥ij = Aijklκ
e⊥
kl + δEklijε

e⊥
kl , (94)

such that the stress and couple stress tensors finally read
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T symij = C0
ijklε

e‖
kl + τ

‖
ij + τ⊥ij (95)

Mdev
ij = A0

ijklκ
e‖
kl + φ

‖
ij + φ⊥ij. (96)

In the above, τ
‖
ij and φ

‖
ij are respectively compatible stress and couple stress

polarization tensors associated solely with heterogeneous elasticity, while τ⊥ij

and φ⊥ij are respectively incompatible stress and couple stress polarization

tensors associated with the presence of defects. The latter disappear in the

absence of incompatibility. The stress and couple stress tensors defined in

Eqs.(95,96) satisfy the higher order balance equation [Mindlin,1962]

div(Tsym) +
1

2
curl(divMdev) = 0, (97)

which reads in component form

T symij,j +
1

2
eiklM

dev
lm,mk = 0. (98)

We now switch from the real space to the Fourier space. Let λ̂ denote the

Fourier transform of a function λ and ξ be the Fourier frequency vector

with components ξi in a reference cartesian frame. The imaginary number is

denoted by i. The balance equation (98) becomes

iξjT̂
sym
ij − 1

2
eiklξmξkM̂

dev
lm = 0. (99)
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By using the expressions of stresses and couple stresses in Eqs.(95,96), as

well as the compatibility relations U
e‖
ij = ui,j and κ

e‖
ij = 1/2eiklul,kj, Eq.(99)

yields

(
ξlξjC

0
ijkl −

1

4
eijlA

0
lmpqeprkξmξjξrξq

)
ûk

= iξj(τ̂
‖
ij + τ̂⊥ij )− 1

2
eijlξmξj(φ̂

‖
lm + φ̂⊥lm). (100)

The above equations set an algebraic linear system of the form

Ĝikûk = f̂i, (101)

where Ĝ is associated with the homogeneous reference moduli tensors C0

and A0, and ûk is the unknown displacement. The latter is given by

ûk = Ĝ−1ki f̂i. (102)

Eq.102 is implicit because the unknown displacement is contained in the com-

patible stress and couple stress polarization tensors in f̂i. From the expression

of the displacements, we now derive the strain and curvature components.

The strains are

ε̂
e‖
kl =

i

2
(Ĝ−1ki ξl + Ĝ−1li ξk)f̂i, (103)
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and the curvatures read

κ̂
e‖
ij = −1

2
eilkξjξlûk = −1

2
eilkξjξlĜ

−1
kmf̂m. (104)

We now cast the compatible and incompatible stress and couple stress po-

larization tensors in f̂ . Eq.(103) becomes

ε̂
e‖
kl +

1

2
(Ĝ−1ki ξl + Ĝ−1li ξk)

(
ξj τ̂
‖
ij +

i

2
eijlξmξjφ̂

‖
lm

)
= −1

2
(Ĝ−1ki ξl + Ĝ−1li ξk)

(
ξj τ̂
⊥
ij +

i

2
eijlξmξjφ̂

⊥
lm

)
, (105)

and Eq.(104) is transformed into

κ̂
e‖
ij +

1

2
eilkξjξlĜ

−1
km

(
iξnτ̂

‖
mn −

1

2
emnpξnξqφ̂

‖
pq

)
= −1

2
eilkξjξlĜ

−1
km

(
iξnτ̂

⊥
mn −

1

2
emnpξnξqφ̂

⊥
pq

)
. (106)

By defining the following fourth-order tensors:
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Γ̂0
klij =

1

2
(Ĝ−1ki ξl + Ĝ−1li ξk)ξj, (107)

Γ̂1
klmn =

i

4
(Ĝ−1ki ξl + Ĝ−1li ξk)eijmξnξj, (108)

Γ̂2
ijmn =

i

2
eilkξjξlĜ

−1
kmξn, (109)

Γ̂3
ijpq = −1

4
eilkξjξlĜ

−1
kmemnpξnξq, (110)

Eqs.(105,106) are of the form

ε̂e‖ + Γ̂
0

: τ̂ ‖ + Γ̂
1

: φ̂
‖

= −Γ̂
0

: τ̂⊥ − Γ̂
1

: φ̂
⊥
, (111)

κ̂e‖ + Γ̂
2

: τ̂ ‖ + Γ̂
3

: φ̂
‖

= −Γ̂
2

: τ̂⊥ − Γ̂
3

: φ̂
⊥
. (112)

Coming back from the Fourier space to the real space and substituting the

compatible and incompatible stress and couple stress polarization tensors for

their expressions (91-94), Eq.(111) becomes

εe‖ + Γ0 ∗ (δC : εe‖ + δE : κe‖) + Γ1 ∗ (δA : κe‖ + δE
t

: εe‖)

= 〈εe‖〉 − Γ0 ∗ (C : εe⊥ + δE : κe⊥)− Γ1 ∗ (A : κe⊥ + δE
t

: εe⊥), (113)

and Eq.(112) finally reads
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κe‖ + Γ2 ∗ (δC : εe‖ + δE : κe‖) + Γ3 ∗ (δA : κe‖ + δE
t

: εe‖)

= 〈κe‖〉 − Γ2 ∗ (C : εe⊥ + δE : κe⊥)− Γ3 ∗ (A : κe⊥ + δE
t

: εe⊥), (114)

where 〈εe‖〉 and 〈κe‖〉 are volume averages of strain and curvature tensors,

respectively. Note that, for convenience, transposing in Eqs.(113,114) has

the meaning: E
t

ijkl = Eklij, which is different from the transpose operation

used in Eqs.(47,54).

Eqs.(113,114) constitute an implicit coupled set of linear algebraic equations

for the unknown compatible elastic strain and curvature tensors. The so-

lution algorithm is provided below. The reader is referred to [Djaka,2016]

for a complete description of such an algorithm and for details on numer-

ical aspects. Note however that the solution of Poisson-type equations for

the determination of the incompatible elastic strain and curvature tensors

in the Fourier space uses differentiation rules based on centered finite dif-

ferences for the calculation of spatial derivatives [Berbenni,2014], while for

all other spatial derivatives in the algorithm, in particular those involved in

the fourth-order tensors defined in Eqs.(107-110), the classical differentiation

rule is used.
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Algorithm Higher-order basic scheme with incompatible elastic strains and
curvatures
Initialization: (α and θ being known)

1: θ̃ ←FFT(α)
2: α̃←FFT(α)

3: κ̃e,⊥ij =
i

ξ2
ξkejklθ̃il ∀ξ 6= 0; κ̃e,⊥ij (0) = 0

4: ε̃e,⊥ij =
i

ξ2
ξkejkl

(
α̃il + κ̃e,⊥li − κ̃e,⊥qq δil

)
∀ξ 6= 0; ε̃e,⊥ij (0) = 0

5: κe,⊥ ←FFT−1(κ̃e,⊥)
6: εe,⊥ ←FFT−1(ε̃e,⊥)
7: M⊥ ← A : κ⊥e + E : ε⊥e
8: T⊥ ← C : ε⊥e + E

t
: κ⊥e

9: ε
e,‖
0 ← 〈ε

e,‖
0 〉 = C0−1 : T

10: κe,‖
0 ← 〈κ

e,‖
0 〉 = A0−1 : M

11: T0 ← C : ε
e,‖
0 + E : κe,‖

0 + T⊥

12: M0 ← A : κe,‖
0 + E

t
: ε

e,‖
0 + M⊥

Iterate : n+ 1 (ε
e,‖
n , κe,‖

n , Tn and Mn being known)

13: T̃n =FFT(Tn)

14: M̃n =FFT(Mn)

15: ~̃T
skew,n

i = −1
2
iξjM̃

n
ij

16: T̃tot
n = T̃n + T̃skew

n

17: Convergence test

18: τ̃ n ← T̃n − C̃0 : ε
e,‖
n

19: φ̃n ← M̃n − Ã0 : κe,‖
n

20: ε̃
e,‖
n+1 ← −Γ̃

0
: τ̃ n − Γ̃

1
: φ̃n ∀ξ 6= 0; ε̃

e,‖
n+1(0)← 〈εe,‖n 〉

21: κ̃e,‖
n+1 ← −Γ̃

2
: τ̃ n − Γ̃

3
: φ̃n ∀ξ 6= 0; κ̃e,‖

n+1(0)← 〈κe,‖
n 〉

22: ε
e,‖
n+1 ←FFT−1(ε̃

e,‖
n+1)

23: κe,‖
n+1 ←FFT−1(κ̃e,‖

n+1)

24: Tn+1 ← C : ε
e,‖
n+1 + E : κe,‖

n+1 + T⊥

25: Mn+1 ← A : κe,‖
n+1 + E

t
: ε

e,‖
n+1 + M⊥
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8. Applications: single edge/screw dislocations, wedge dislocation

dipoles and tilt boundaries

In this Section, we intend to show the effects the nonlocal stress and couple

stress fields derived from the above convolution scheme on the defects cores

and their stability. While the model and numerical code are fully three-

dimensional, we shall limit ourselves to two-dimensional configurations. Of

course, as we use a spectral method with FFT scheme, the boundary condi-

tions will be periodic in all directions. We shall consider straight edge and

screw dislocations, with dislocation lines parallel to the unit vector e3. The

Burgers vector of the edge dislocations lies in the plane (e1, e2) normal to

e3. Thus, edge dislocations with Burgers vector parallel to the direction e1

(resp. e2) are rendered by the density α13 (resp. α23). The Burgers vector

of the screw dislocations is parallel to e3 and the dislocations are therefore

described by the density α33. We shall further consider wedge disclinations

with disclination line and Frank vector parallel to e3, and described by the

density θ33. The material is copper and the material/numerical parameters

are listed in Table 1. The grid size is δ = 0.025b, where b is the Burgers

vector magnitude, which is sufficiently small to ensure a proper continuous

description of elastic fields within the core region of defects. Disclination and

dislocation cores are introduced in the grid by using Gaussian distributions

of the associated defect densities. The latter are spread on cylinders of radius

r0 = b, and the Gaussian standard deviation is σ0 = 0.1b. For the sake of

simplicity, the nonlocal kernel K(R′) is taken to be spatially isotropic. We
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Table 1: Simulation parameters.

b µ ν lκ rNL

4.04Å 23GPa 0.3647 0.5Å 0.21

δ r0 σ0 σNL

0.025b b 0.1b 0.18b

use the following three-dimensional normalised Gaussian function:

K(R′) =
1

σ3
NL(2π)3/2

exp

(
− R′2

2σ2
NL

)
, (115)

with standard deviation σNL = 0.18b. Anisotropic functions may be envi-

sioned in future work (see [Lazar,2011]). The ratio rNL introduced in Section

6 is taken to be rNL = 0.21, close to the critical value for positive-definiteness

of the elastic energy. We have checked that the effects of nonlocal elasticity

are less significant for smaller rNL values. The appropriate ratio is obtained

by conveniently choosing the reference parameter for incompatibility η0 in Eq.

(71). In all simulations presented below, the iterative algorithm converges

within ≈ 10 iterations, with a convergence criterion similar to that adopted

in [Djaka,2016]. No Gibbs oscillations were ever observed in the elastic fields.

In the following, the stress tensor C : εe will be referred to as the ”local

stress”, E : κe as the ”nonlocal stress”, the couple stress A : κe as the

”local couple stress” and E
t

: εe as the ”nonlocal couple stress”. Although
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figure2.png

Figure 2: Nonlocal elastic cross-moduli in a single edge dislocation α13 and an equivalent

wedge disclination dipole θ33. (a) Edge dislocation density field. (b) Component of the

nonlocal tensor D corresponding to the edge dislocation. (c) Wedge disclination density

field. (d) Component of the nonlocal tensor B corresponding to the wedge disclination

dipole.

figure3.png

Figure 3: Single edge dislocation α13. (a) edge dislocation density field. (b) total in-plane

symmetric shear stress field T12. (c) nonlocal tensile stress field. (d) nonlocal in-plane

symmetric shear stress field.

figure4.png

Figure 4: Wedge disclination dipole θ33. (a) wedge disclination density field. (b,c) Couple

stress field in local (b) and nonlocal (c) elasticity. (d,e) Driving force on disclination

density in local (d) and nonlocal (e) elasticity. (f,g) Energy density field in local (f) and

nonlocal (g) elasticity. The same color scale is used in comparing the fields in local and

nonlocal elasticity.
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figure5.png

Figure 5: Wedge disclination dipole θ33. Profiles of the couple stress field shown in Fig.(4)

along the vertical line crossing the wedge disclination dipole. Green line with cross markers:

total couple stress using local elasticity. Green line: total couple stress using nonlocal

elasticity, i.e. sum of the local (purple line) and nonlocal (orange line) couple stresses.

figure6.png

Figure 6: Wedge disclination dipole θ33. Profiles of the driving force shown in Fig.(4) along

the vertical line crossing the wedge disclination dipole. Green line with cross markers: local

elasticity solution. Green line: nonlocal elasticity solution.

figure7.png

Figure 7: Wedge disclination dipole θ33. (a) wedge disclination density field. (b,c) In-plane

symmetric shear stress field using local (b) and nonlocal (c) elasticity. (d,e) Tensile stress

field T11 using local (d) and nonlocal (e) elasticity. (f,g) Tensile stress field T22 using local

(f) and nonlocal (g) elasticity. The same color scale is used in comparing fields in local

and nonlocal elasticity.
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figure8.png

Figure 8: Misfit profiles in wedge disclination dipole θ33 along horizontal midline. The

curves show the misfit in the discrete Volterra dislocation model (blue), the standard

Peierls-Nabarro model (green) and three variants of the present disclination-based model

using more or less compact disclination cores, all other parameters being kept constant.

Insets: The arrows represent the driving forces acting on (a) compact cores, (b) dilute

cores. Diverging arrows in (a) suggest core spreading, converging arrows in (b) suggest

core shrinking, pointing to stability of a relaxed equilibrium configuration.

figure9.png

Figure 9: Close-up showing a cylindrical nanograin embedded in a matrix. The white

dotted lines show the grain boundary and delimit the grain. (a) Wedge disclination dipoles

θ33 forming the grain boundary. (b,c) driving forces on the wedge disclinations (arrows) in

local (b) and nonlocal (c) elasticity superimposed on the wedge disclination density. (d,e)

driving forces on the wedge disclinations (arrows) in local (d) and nonlocal (e) elasticity

superimposed on the energy density. The red dotted lines in (c,e) suggest the evolution of

the grain according to the driving forces. The same color scale is used in comparing fields

in local and nonlocal elasticity.
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figure10.png

Figure 10: Interaction between the cylindrical grain shown in Fig.(9) and a screw dis-

location α33 on the left hand side of the grain boundary (a,b) and entering the grain

boundary (c,d). The white dotted lines show the grain boundary and delimit the grain. In

(a,c), color-coded is shown the wedge disclination density field forming the grain boundary,

while the arrows show the driving forces acting on them. In (b,d), color-coded is shown a

nonlocal elastic modulus tensor B3112 due to both the wedge disclinations and the screw

dislocation. The screw dislocation is represented by the circular spot in (a,c).

figure11.png

Figure 11: Elastic tilt induced in the core area of a tilt boundary in the presence of a

screw dislocation and under applied external loading. The white dots underline the grain

boundary. Color-coded is shown the elastic tilt (rotation about the axis normal to the

figure). Blue and red spots indicate the location of the negative and positive wedge discli-

nations θ33 forming the grain boundary structure. In (a), the positive screw dislocation

α33 lies at a distance on the left hand side of the boundary. The screw dislocation lies

within the boundary in (b). In (c), a tensile stress T11 of 1GPa is applied normal to the

boundary plane. In (d), an in-plane symmetric shear stress T12 of 1GPa is applied.
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figure12.png

Figure 12: Elastic rotation induced near a tilt boundary in the presence of a screw dislo-

cation at different positions with respect to the grain boundary. In (a,b,c) is shown the

elastic rotation ω1. In (d,e,f) is shown the elastic rotation ω2. In (g,h,i) is shown the tilt

elastic rotation ω3.The white dotted line underlines the grain boundary. Color-coded is

shown the elastic rotation about the cartesian axis system. Blue and red spots indicate the

location of the negative and positive wedge disclinations θ33 forming the grain boundary

structure. The positive screw dislocation position is indicated by the white spot.

figure13.png

Figure 13: Different nanocrystalline configurations. The white dotted lines show the grain

boundaries and delimit grains. Color-coded is shown the wedge disclination density θ33

forming the grain boundaries. The arrows indicate the driving forces acting on them.

The red dotted lines suggest the eventual evolution of the grains according to the present

driving forces. In (b), the nanocrystalline configuration is more even than in (a). In (c),

an external in-plane shear stress of 1GPa is applied. In panel (d), four edge dislocations

α13 (circular spots) are located at the centre of four grains.
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the present developments have elasto-static character, the driving forces for

the motion of dislocation and disclination densities will be computed in or-

der to suggest the eventual rearrangements of the defect density fields they

potentially induce. Thus for instance, edge dislocations α13 should glide

in direction e1 if driven by the Peach-Kehler force Fα
1 = T12α13, and wedge

disclinations θ33 should move in direction e1 (resp. e2) if driven by the Peach-

Koehler-type force F θ
1 = M32θ33 (resp. F θ

2 = −M31θ33). We recall that the

mobility laws and transport equations controlling the motion of these defect

densities were developed and solved in previous work of the present team

[Fressengeas,2011, Fressengeas,2014]. The comprehensive study of the de-

fects motion and subsequent plastic deformation will be the object of future

work.

We first compare the cores of a single edge dislocation α13 and an ”equivalent”

wedge disclination dipole θ33 with small arm’s-length, and their stability in

their own stress and couple stress fields, at least tentatively, by checking the

driving forces as indicated above. Here, ”equivalent” means that both defects

have the same Burgers vector and first-order stress field nearly coincident,

even though they do not have the same Frank vector and the same couple

stress field1. In the present configuration, the arm’s-length of the disclination

dipole is of the order of the Burgers vector, and the Frank vector length is the

1Here, the first order stress field is derived solely from the quadratic positive-definite
contribution 1

2Cijklε
e
ijε

e
kl to the free energy.
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Burgers vector magnitude over the arm’s-length (approximately 1rad). These

two configurations may be thought of as describing in two different ways the

translational incompatibility and the core of the crystal defect, with the

dislocation-based description overlooking the rotational incompatibility also

involved in the defect. The procedure to check and possibly predict the sta-

bility of defect cores was the following. First, realistic Gaussian distributions

of dislocation or disclination cores were arbitrarily fixed. Second, non-local

elasticity parameters (σNL, rNL) were varied and their effect on elastic fields

and core stability analysed. The standard deviation σNL of the non-local ker-

nel must be the order of a characteristic core size. The amplitude of non-local

cross moduli can be varied through the term rNL, with energy restrictions

discussed in section 6. The higher the value of rNL, the higher the impact

of non-local elasticity. It is instructive to discuss the forthcoming results in

terms pertaining to the Peierls-Nabarro model [Peierls,1940, Nabarro,1947].

This model originally raised the issue of the equilibrium structure of an edge

dislocation core, as described by a surface dislocation density distribution.

As infinitesimal dislocation elements of the same sign tend to repel each

other, the distribution was found to be in equilibrium only if its self-stress

field was counter-balanced by a restoring stress field reflecting the resistance

of the crystal to plastic slip. In order to obtain such a restoring stress field,

the Peierls-Nabarro-type models introduce a complementary crystal misfit

energy density depending on plastic slip, based either on phenomenological

assumptions [Peierls,1940] or, more recently, on the generalized staking fault
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energy concept [Lu,2000, Shen,2004, Schoeck,2002, Gbemou,2016]. It is our

intent to suggest that, in the present framework, restoring stresses and couple

stresses may simply derive from the nonlocal convoluted part of the elastic

free energy density, implying that no additional misfit energy is required.

Fig.2 shows the edge dislocation and wedge disclination density fields used in

these descriptions, as well as the associated elastic cross-moduli. The figure

suggests the following remarks: (i) the cross-moduli are non-zero in the core

regions of the defects, and rapidly tend to zero as the current point moves

away from the cores. (ii) for each isolated defect (either the dislocation or one

single disclination), the cross-moduli are found in the form of dipoles. This

feature derives from the cross-products involved in the definitions (47,54) of

the cross-moduli tensors. As a consequence, these moduli have null volume

average. (iii) the cross-modulus D1231 shown in panel (b) indicates that elas-

tic curvatures κe31 existing in the core area of the edge dislocation generate

nonlocal shear stresses T12, and B3111 in panel (d) shows that tensile strains

εe11 existing in the disclination cores generate nonlocal couple stresses M31.

Fig.3 describes the effects of nonlocality on the stress field in the edge dislo-

cation area. Panel (b) shows the total shear stress field T12. It is very similar

to the conventional edge dislocation solution, except that it is non singular

in the core area. Panel (d) shows the nonlocal part of this stress field. It

can be seen that the latter counter-balances the local shear stress field in the

core area, playing the role of a restoring stress field. However, the nonlocal
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shear stress magnitude is smaller than the local one by a factor 10, so that

the total stress field is roughly similar to its local part. Panel (c) shows the

nonlocal tensile stress T11. Again, the latter opposes the local part of T11 and

plays the role of a restoring stress. However, since the nonlocal shear stress

opposing the local shear stress it too low in magnitude, the edge dislocation

distribution α13 is about to spread out under the action of the driving force

Fα
1 = T12α13, and stability of the defect is not expected. We have further

checked that a more dilute or compact edge dislocation density is again not

stable because the nonlocal stress field is always smaller than the local part.

In Figs.(4,5), we look similarly at the effects of nonlocality on the couple

stress fields of the equivalent wedge disclination dipole θ33. Fig.4 compares

the fields obtained in the point-wise case (left column) to those using the non-

local convolution scheme (right column). Panels (b) and (c) show the couple

stress field M31. In the point-wise case, the earlier results of [Taupin,2013]

are retrieved. The nonlocal convoluted couple stress field plays again the role

of a restoring couple stress field, but here it exactly cancels the point-wise

field. Therefore the couple stress field uniformly vanishes in the disclination

core areas. Fig.7 shows that the stress field of the wedge disclination dipole

remains nearly unaffected by nonlocality, just like the edge dislocation stress

field. Thus, the convolution terms have relatively little effect on the stress

field of the crystal defect, whether in its dislocation-based or its disclination-

based ”equivalent” descriptions, but they have strong effects on the cou-
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ple stress field in the disclination-based description. However, the driving

forces F θ
1 = M32θ33 and F θ

2 = −M31θ33 acting on the wedge disclination

density distribution do not involve the stress field, and they are cancelled by

the counter-balancing action of the nonlocal convoluted couple stresses (see

Figs.(5,6)). This property implies that a stable equilibrium configuration can

be found for which no defect density spreading occurs. The misfit profiles

obtained in this reference configuration and two other configurations with

the same parameters, but with more compact or more extended disclina-

tion cores, are shown in Fig.8 and compared with the discontinuous Volterra

misfit profile and the original Peierls-Nabarro misfit profile. It is clearly

seen that the present disclination-based model has the ability to regularize

the discontinuous misfit profile, and that it does not suffer from the well

known inability of the Peierls-Nabarro-type solutions to reflect narrow cores

[Joos,1994, Miller,1996]. Interestingly, the driving forces in the insets in Fig.8

show that the compact (respectively dilute) disclination cores will spread

(respectively shrink), confirming that the reference configuration shown in

Fig.4 is effectively stable. Note finally in panels (f) and (g) in Fig.4 that the

point-wise and convoluted descriptions of the defect yield very similar energy

density fields, because most of the energy is due to the first-order quadratic

term 1
2
Cijklε

e
ijε

e
kl. The reason why the present framework allows predicting

stable core configurations with disclination densities but not with dislocation

densities is the following. As most of the elastic energy comes from the local

term 1
2
Cijklε

e
ijε

e
kl, cancelling the dislocation density local stress field would
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require that the non-local energy contributions 1
2
Dijklε

e
ijκ

e
kl and 1

2
Bijklκ

e
ijε

e
kl

have the same order of magnitudes, but with negative values. Within the

energy positivity restrictions discussed in section 6, it appears to be impossi-

ble to predict stability of dislocation densities. It might then be tempting to

increase the value lκ in the local energy term 1
2
Aijklκ

e
ijκ

e
kl, as this quadratic

term helps satisfying positivity of the energy and allows further increasing

the contributions of non-local terms. However, couple stresses become high

and the local stress field is increased due to mechanical balance, such that

the global dislocation density energy becomes unrealistically high and still

no stability is obtained. Concerning the disclination densities, stability is

controlled by the energetic competition between the local term 1
2
Aijklκ

e
ijκ

e
kl

and the non-local terms. As the local term is smaller than the other term

1
2
Cijklε

e
ijε

e
kl, it is possible to ensure stability of disclination densities while

easily respecting positivity of the total energy. We do not think that using

other higher order elastic laws should allow stabilising dislocation densities

(elastic strain gradients for instance, which are similar to elastic curvatures)

because of the very important contribution of the quadratic term 1
2
Cijklε

e
ijε

e
kl.

Using non-convex elastic potentials instead of simple linear elasticity might

however be a good potential way to reduce the local stress field in the core of

dislocations, such that non-local elasticity can have an impact and stability

can be obtained.

The above results suggest that (i), it might be not necessary to introduce
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a complementary misfit energy to predict equilibrium defect structures, (ii)

nonlocal convoluted elastic cross-moduli can yield stable defect structures

without changing significantly the energy density field of the disclination

dipole configuration and (iii), the disclination-based description of the trans-

lational crystal defect seems to capture more adequately its stable equilib-

rium structure than its dislocation-based representation. The latter point is

further reinforced by the fact that the energy level of the wedge disclination

dipole field is much lower than that of the equivalent edge dislocation field.

We now envision more complex defect configurations to further evidence the

effects of nonlocal elasticity. We start with a single octogonal nanograin em-

bedded in a matrix, as shown in the close-up in Fig.9. The grain is circled

by a tilt boundary built from an array of wedge θ33 disclination dipoles and

delineated by white dotted lines in the figure. The misorientation of the tilt

boundary is approximately 30◦. The left and right hand side columns of the

figure compare the driving forces (the arrows show their orientation and mag-

nitude) and the energy density fields in point-wise and nonlocal convoluted

elasticity, respectively. Clearly, the energy density field is similar in both

cases and most of the energy is located in the grain interior. However, the

driving forces and disclination core interactions are radically different. In the

point-wise elastic case, the self-couple stress field of the boundary yields a

tendency at spreading the disclination cores, presumably until they are fully

dispersed. Further, each disclination core feels only its own couple stress
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field, but not that of the neighboring cores, although the latter are extremely

close. In the nonlocal convoluted elasticity simulation, no spreading trend

can be detected in the driving force configuration, because the convoluted

couple stress field counter-balances the local one. As a consequence, signif-

icant elastic interactions now take place between the neighboring cores. As

suggested by the red dotted lines in the figure, the driving forces now induce

refinement of the grain under the self elastic field of its boundary, leading to

relaxation of the elastic energy stored in the grain. Of course, the kinetics of

this grain-refinement trend are out of reach of the present elasto-static cal-

culations, because it involves energy dissipation. We shall return to the issue

in future work based on the present convoluted elastic constitutive relation-

ships and the complete elasto-plastic framework of [Fressengeas,2011]. Fig.10

shows the same nanograin, complemented by an additional screw dislocation.

In panel (a), the dislocation is located at a distance of the boundary, on its

left hand side. It is assumed to be absorbed by the boundary, thus form-

ing an extrinsic boundary dislocation located within a wedge disclination

dipole in panel (c). Interactions of screw dislocations with tilt boundaries

have been the obect of several investigations, including TEM observations

[Priester,2001] and combined atomistic/discrete dislocation dynamic simu-

lations [Dewald,2007], with rather disparate results on the absorption vs.

transmission of impinging screws by the boundary. Continuous models have

the potential for comprehensively exploring this field from a dynamic point

of view. Here, we present only preliminary results in this perspective, being
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based on elasto-static simulations. Panels (b,d) show the relevant nonlocal

elastic cross-modulus B3112 for both dislocation configurations. No elastic

interaction between the screw dislocation and the tilt boundary is found if

the nonlocal convoluted elastic moduli are cut off, whatever the location of

the dislocation, because the elastic strain and curvature fields of the screw

dislocation and wedge disclinations are strictly uncoupled. In contrast, inter-

actions are found when the convoluted cross-moduli are activated and when

the screw dislocation is absorbed by the boundary (see panel (d)), but not

if it lies too far from the boundary as in panel (b). Panel (d) suggests in-

deed that the boundary interacts strongly with the screw dislocation. Fig.11

(a,b) illustrates further the accommodation of the screw dislocation by the

boundary. Panel (a) shows the tilt rotation field when the screw dislocation

is at a distance from the boundary. The rotation field of the boundary is

nearly unaffected by the screw, and we note a symmetric pattern of alter-

nating positive/negative tilt fluctuations accompanying the grain refinement

process. In contrast, panel (b) clearly suggests that the absorption of the

dislocation by the boundary strongly modifies the elastic rotation field. In-

deed, the grain tends to be tilted quasi-uniformly counter-clockwise in the

refinement process, as suggested by [Trautt,2012] using molecular dynam-

ics simulations, while a clockwise tilt occurs in the adjacent matrix. The

panels (c,d) show the structural changes arising from external loading of a

flat tilt boundary, also made from an array of wedge disclination dipoles.

Uniform 1GPa tensile stress T11 is applied in panel (c) and shear stress T12
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in panel (d). When cutting off the convoluted elastic cross-moduli in the

simulations, no elastic tilt rotation field is observed. When they are turned

on, it is seen in the figure that skew-symmetric tilt patterns are generated

along the boundary in the tension case, whereas wavy tilt patterns occur in

the in-plane shear case, so that the structure of the tilt boundary is signif-

icantly modified in both cases. Finally, in Fig. 12, we mimic again a screw

dislocation approaching a tilt boundary that is now flat. The misorientation

of the tilt boundary is approximately 30◦. All elastic rotations ω1, ω2 and ω3

are shown in this figure. In the absence of the dislocation, the tilt boundary

exhibits only symmetric fluctuations of the tilt rotation ω3. However, thanks

to nonlocal effects, it can be seen that the presence of the dislocation in-

duces significant twist rotations ω1 and ω2 in the grain boundary area. This

suggests that complex dynamic interactions between the grain boundary and

the dislocation will be obtained in future work when transport of defects and

plasticity will be accounted for. As a last application, in Fig.13, a simple

polycrystalline configuration is simulated by using the defect configuration

shown in Fig. 9 and by taking advantage of the periodic boundary condi-

tions (only the top left quarter of the panels is actually simulated). In panel

(a), the periodic pattern comprises five octogonal grains, a larger one be-

ing at the center, and four rectangular grains. Panel (b) features a pattern

with five identical octogonal grains and four square grains. Panel (c) shows

the same configuration as panel (b), albeit with an applied in-plane shear

stress of 1GPa. Finally, panel (d) shows the same configuration as panel (b),
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with an additional periodic pattern of four edge dislocations symmetrically

located at the center of four octogonal grains. The driving forces acting on

the grain boundary disclinations are shown in all panels. They suggest the

eventual grain boundary motion, leading to grain growth or refinement. The

differences in the panels suggest that the trend strongly depends on the con-

figuration of the polycrystal, as well as on the presence of external loading

and extrinsic defects.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, we characterize the elastic response of dislocation and discli-

nation cores in crystalline materials. Nonlinearity of elasticity may play a

role at defect core level, but the present study only focuses on its nonlocal

properties. Conventional pointwise elastic moduli tensors relating stresses

to strains and couple-stresses to curvatures are adequately used to reflect

the response of the defect-free regions of the crystals, because the lattice is

centro-symmetric in these areas. However, centro-symmetry of the lattice is

broken in the defected regions of the crystals, and elastic cross-moduli tensors

relating curvatures to stresses and strains to couple-stresses need to be intro-

duced in the constitutive relationships. In this aim, following [Eringen,2002],

we use convolution integrals assigning at the current point weighted distribu-

tions of the stresses induced at distant points by the strong heterogeneity of

the strain and curvature fields. The resulting convoluted elastic cross-moduli
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are defined at the current point as weighted distributions of the distant point-

wise cross-moduli. Since it is the heterogeneity of the strain and curvature

fields in the defects core regions that confers significance to the convoluted

cross-moduli, the latter appear to be non-vanishing only in these regions. By

construction, they are fully anisotropic. By assuming symmetry of the con-

voluted cross-moduli, sufficient conditions for positive-definiteness of the free

energy can be obtained, and the stability of the solutions to boundary value

elasticity problems can be ensured. However, these symmetry properties do

not apply at point-wise level, implying that positive-definiteness of the free

energy and stability of the elastic fields cannot be guaranteed in the limit

of vanishingly small convolution domains (see also [Admal,2016]). When us-

ing finite integration domains, the convolution formalism allows reconciling

non-convexity of the free energy at local level and stability of the solutions

at integral level.

A spectral method using using a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm is intro-

duced to solve the momentum and moment of momentum balance equations

and to determine the stress and couple stress fields associated with the pres-

ence of prescribed dislocation/disclination density distributions in periodic

media. Application of the method to the edge dislocation model and its

”equivalent” wedge disclination dipoles representation suggests that, in the

disclination-based interpretation, the convoluted cross-moduli provide the

restoring ”forces” needed to ensure compactness and stability of the defects
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core, simply from nonlocal convoluted elasticity. The couple stress field is

instrumental in this feat, because it is involved in the driving forces on discli-

nations, and because it has intrinsically nonlocal character. Along with the

compactness and stability of crystal defects, the introduction of the convo-

luted cross-moduli allows to account for their elastic interactions. For in-

stance, grain refinement is obtained from the interactions of the disclination

dipoles constitutive of a tilt boundary. Similarly, the accommodation of a

screw dislocation as an extrinsic dislocation absorbed in a tilt boundary is

investigated: a trend to quasi-uniform tilt of the grain is shown to accom-

pany its refinement, as suggested by [Trautt,2012].

The above simulations are purely elasto-static, and calculations of the driv-

ing forces on defect densities were used to suggest the evolution of all en-

visionned configurations. However, the eventual kinetics of crystal defect

distributions derive from dynamic dissipative mechanisms such as disloca-

tions, disclination dipoles and grain boundaries motion, and cannot be de-

termined from elasto-static theory. They will be investigated in future work

by using the complete elasto-plastic version of the theory [Fressengeas,2014],

as well as the recently developed FFT spectral method solving the defect

transport equations [Djaka,2015, Djaka,2016]. The present results suggest

that the introduction of nonlocal convoluted elasticity brings considerable

predictive capabilities to the model regarding crystal defect stability, and

grain boundary interactions with extrinsic defects. In particular, investigat-
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ing the effects of external loading on the grain boundary structure provides

an avenue for the determination of the elastic cross-moduli [Seif,2014], with

the help of atomistic simulations. In this feat, continuum metric methods

[Zimmerman,2009, Tucker,2010, Tucker,2012, Tucker,2015, Sun,2016] will be

used to prepare realistic initial defect density fields and to compare the pre-

dictions of continuum and atomistic simulations.
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